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Flawless matt finish 

Limited ‘Matt Suit’ edition  of the DAVOSA 
Ternos Pro extends this successful series 
  

The design, quality and 

functionality of 

DAVOSA’s Ternos 

Professional diver’s 

watch have generated a 

large fan following in no 

time at all. So what 

better thing to offer our 

loyal customers than a 

design variant in a 

limited edition of only 

500 pieces? The main 

distinguishing feature of the new Matt Suit edition is that every detail of the watch, from the 

case to the dial to the hands, has been given a fine satined finish. 

 

 

Wherever you wear the DAVOSA Ternos Pro 

Matt Suit, it is certain to make a long-

lasting impression. It is a timepiece that 

goes with everything: highly precise and 

expressive with its 42mm diameter and 

15.5mm high case made from brushed 

surgical steel. The case is topped by a flat 

sapphire crystal with an anti-reflective 

coating on the inside of the glass. The 

screw-down back also comes with a surprise or two: an elaborately structured carbon 

centrepiece, as well as the limited edition number as a further distinguishing feature of the 

DAVOSA Ternos Pro Matt Suit. What a fitting setting for the high-quality Swiss DAV 3021 

automatic movement, based on a SW200 Sellita movement. 
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Dress code Matt Suit 

The Matt Suit proves that a matt finish can 

still be multi-faceted: The design is 

underpinned by a structured matt dial, 

against which the stainless steel indices and 

hands with their satined surfaces and white 

Super-LumiNova BGW09 filling really stand 

out. The equally matt white minute markings 

provide contrast on the circular satined bezel 

insert made from high-tech ceramic, as well 

as ensuring optimum readability. The bezel is executed in either navy blue or deep black to 

match the dial colour. The DAVOSA Ternos Pro Matt Suit is completed by a fully brushed metal 

strap with screwed links, a safety buckle and diving extension. 

 

 

 

Functional and without compromise 

 

Water resistance of up to 500 metres (50 

ATM) allows for longer expeditions to 

deeper and darker underwater 

destinations. And on the way back to the 

surface, you can rely fully on the DAVOSA 

Ternos Matt Suit thanks to an automatic 

helium valve set at 9 o'clock. The valve 

regulates gas pressure inside the watch 

and ensures continuous pressure 

equalisation while resurfacing to stop 

the sapphire crystal from being pushed out of the case. Back on land, your piece of professional 

diving equipment instantly transforms into a timepiece with a classic design in a modern look. 

 

The limited edition models come in a lacquered wooden case with a certificate, and are available 

from specialist retailers at a RRP of 948 euros. 
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Overview of the DAVOSA Ternos Professional Matt Suit: 

 

⋅ Reference numbers: 

161.582.55 (steel, black)  

161.582.45 (steel, blue) 

⋅ Swiss DAV 3021 automatic movement (based on the Sellita SW200) 

⋅ Case: 316L stainless steel 

⋅ Screw-down crown and back 

⋅ Bezel: high-tech ceramic, satined 

⋅ Flat, scratch-resistant, anti-reflective sapphire crystal 

⋅ Water resistance to 500 metres (50 ATM) 

⋅ Super-LumiNova BGW09 on indices and hands; luminous dot in triangle on the bezel 

⋅ Dimensions: Ø 42mm, height 15.5mm 

⋅ Date, automatic helium valve 

⋅ Metal strap with safety buckle and diving extension, lug width of 22mm 

⋅ Price: 948 euros incl. VAT 
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More information and image material 

https://www.davosa.com/en/service/press-box/ 

 

DAVOSA online 

 

 http://www.facebook.com/DAVOSAwatches   

 https://www.instagram.com/davosa_watches/  

 www.davosa.com   
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